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Abstract
This paper introduces O-structures, a novel architectural
memory element that can be used to facilitate parallelism
in task-based execution models. Much like register renaming, each write to an O-structure creates a new version of
program memory at that location. These versions can be accessed concurrently and out of program order. O-structures
provide a set of semantics that match the needs of task-based
execution models, specifically allowing tasks to synchronize
on specific versions of memory as well as coordinate access
when the necessary version is not known at compile time.
In this work, we describe O-structures and provide their
complete semantics. We also discuss how a task-based execution of basic data structure manipulations on common data
structures (arrays, lists, trees, etc) operate. Results are presented that measure the exposed memory-level parallelism
(MLP) in these operations. We find that for previously difficult to parallelize data-structures, such as linked lists, binary
trees and sparse-matrix codes we see significant memory
level parallelism (50-100 operations per cycle) when using
O-structures.
Categories and Subject Descriptors B.3.2 [Memory Structures]: Design Styles
Keywords O-Structures, Memory renaming, Out-of-Order

1.

Mark Oskin

Introduction

This paper introduces O-structures, a new type of storage
element designed to aid the parallel execution of sequential
programs. We choose the name “O-structure” because it provides ordered access to multiple versions of program state
for the same memory address. O-structures are inspired by
I-structures [3] and M-structures [5] for dataflow machines,
but carry semantics designed for task-based execution mod-
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els of imperative, not dataflow programs. Like I-structures,
O-structures only allow versions to be written once, like Mstructures, they provide lock-like semantics to access memory versions across tasks. Novel to O-structures, however,
is their ability to support ordered access to multiple values
stored within them.
O-structures are designed to be coupled with task-based
execution models, where a single imperative program thread
is carved via software or hardware into multiple program
tasks. Tasks are expected to be ordered, yet crucially it is
not expected that tasks are spawned in sequential order [26].
Like the von Neumann model, in task-based execution models, state is manipulated sequentially within a task and persists indefinitely. Like the dataflow model, however, tasks
that write state essentially create new versions of that state,
rather than overwrite the existing data in memory which may
be needed for the completion of tasks earlier in program order; and also like the dataflow model state can be created in
parallel across program tasks. Finally, like the multithreaded
von Neumann model, there exists a precise set of semantics
for how memory operations interact between tasks.
O-structures are inspired by register renaming. Each time
a task writes an address a new version of that memory location is created. Throughout this text, we denote the pairing of an address and a version of data at that address by
<address:version>. The intent is, just as with register renaming, accesses across tasks are not serialized because of
false output-address dependencies. When multiple stores are
in flight to the same memory address, those stores will be directed to different versions and can thus proceed in parallel.
When multiple reads are in flight to the same address, those
reads will be satisfied by the appropriate version written by a
previous store, or held until the matching store is complete.
By resolving the ambiguity in naming different generations of a single memory datum, memory versioning increases task parallelism by allowing tasks to both spawn
out of program order and generate state concurrently. Without memory versioning, correct association of data producers and consumers requires either conservative code generation, which inhibits memory-level parallelism [31], speculation [22], or restricted, in-order spawning of tasks [6, 12].
The focus of this paper is the semantics of O-structures,
their interface and their interaction with task execution environments. While not describing a concrete implementation,
we argue for the use of O-structure semantics as a building

block and discuss how O-structures can be used to construct
compound data structures. We demonstrate the potential parallelism extracted by O-structures using an execution-model
simulator. This paper makes the following contributions:
• Introduce: This is the first paper to describe O-structures,
a novel architectural memory element designed for taskbased execution models.
• Define: We describe the semantics of O-structures and
motivate them by way of example.
• Use: We describe how common data structures (arrays,
lists, trees, etc) can use O-structures to gain parallelism
in a task-based execution model.
• Evaluate: This paper contains the results of a highlevel execution model simulation that demonstrates the
memory-level parallelism (MLP) that O-structures unlock.
We begin in the next section by motivating the need for
a new memory element. Next in Section 3 we formally define the behavior of O-structures. In Section 5 we demonstrate how O-structures can be used to build common data
structures. Section 6 evaluates the MLP unlocked by Ostructures. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2.

Motivation and background

2.1

Existing memory interfaces

von Neumann systems: For single threaded von Neumannbased execution model machines, memory semantics are
quite straightforward. Read operations must supply an address and the result is whatever the value of the previously
written Write operation to that same address was. At the
hardware level (below the operating system and user process abstraction) a Read sent to an address that has no prior
Write returns an undefined value. There is no accepted name
for a memory location on a von Neumann machine, so as a
shorthand in this paper we will call them V-structures.
When multiple processors (or cores) are sharing access
to the same physical memory, additional semantics are enforced. This is known as the consistency model and it defines
how Read and Write operations are interleaved across cores.
Additional operations, fences, are typically provided in order
to allow programmer control of the interleaving. In addition,
atomic operations, such as Atomic-Compare-and-Swap, or
Test-and-Set, are introduced for applications to synchronize
their threads of control with changes in memory state.
Dataflow systems: With dataflow computers [11] the primary memory system is the token store. Conceptually, the
token store is an associative array. Programs name data values with a tag. The <tag:value> is inserted into the token
store by the result of an instruction. Dataflow machines have
been designed and built with a wide variety of tag and matching schemes, but from a high level perspective tags are used
to name the inputs to a particular dynamic instance of an instruction to be executed. Once all inputs are available (a tag
match), the instruction is executed.
Early on researchers recognized the inefficiency of building large token store memories [9] and developed alternative “dataflow-compatible” memory systems. Perhaps the
earliest and most widely known is the I-structure [3]. An

I-structure is a memory location that can be written only
once but read multiple times. When a Read operation is dispatched to an address, if no Write to that address has occurred, the Read request is queued. When a Write operation occurs to an address, any pending Read requests are
dequeued and provided with the written value. Subsequent
Read operations to the address are satisfied with the result of
the Write. A subsequent Write to the same address is an error. The I-structure was followed up by the M-structure [5].
An M-structure is subtly different than an I-structure, and
conceptually an M-structure is a set data-structure. A Write
(called a put in M-structure parlance) inserts a value to this
set. A Read (get) removes a value. When the set is empty, a
pending Read is queued until it can be satisfied by a Write.
Exotic systems: In addition to V-structures, token stores,
I-structures and M-structures, systems have been built with
other novel memory semantics. The Cray MTA [2] had
full/empty bits on each memory location. These bits eased
inter-thread synchronization by providing more sophisticated read and write operations, such as Read-whenFull, and Write-when-Empty. Several systems have also
incorporated basic type information into the memory system [10, 23]. Machines have been built that support inmemory operations such as Fetch-and-Add. When these operations are associative they can even be combined [15].
Finally, several researchers have proposed more sophisticated in-memory computation logic, most notable in the late
1990’s with the intense amount of research into “Intelligent
Memory” architectures [8, 17–19, 24].
2.2

Limitations of existing memory interfaces

Our goal is to have a memory system that supports highly
concurrent execution of single-threaded programs written
in imperative languages. These execution systems, typically
task-based [6, 13, 20, 27, 30], have two defining characteristics to note here: (1) their goal is to execute with high concurrency, hence ideally multiple memory operations to the same
address will be in flight simultaneously; and (2) because instructions (or tasks) come from an imperative language program thread, there is an ordering between them. This means
the outstanding memory requests issued by those tasks have
an ordering as well, and this ordering must be respected for
correct program execution.
A V-structure (von Neumann memory system) is not a
good match for these execution models, because only one
value for a given address can be stored at a time. Moreover,
there is no ordering between Read and Write operations.
Without additional logic, a Write later in program execution
could erroneously satisfy an earlier Read. The MultiScalar
team recognized this issue and developed the Speculative
Versioning Cache [14]. Speculative Multithreading systems
also rely on processor caches [20] to maintain different versions of data for the same address. Recently, non-speculative
versioning systems, which rely on programmer annotations
of task read and write sets, have been proposed. Task superscalar [12] uses memory renaming to eliminate output dependencies in task-based execution. ROKO [29] maintains
serial semantics using read and write timestamps for every

shared address, but only a single version of the data is kept.
While simplifying versioning implementation, this does not
eliminate output and anti-dependencies, and requires that
read operations update a versioning data structure.
I-structures are also a poor fit for task-based execution
models because they can only be written once. I-structures
are really not designed for programs written in imperative
languages. While it is theoretically possible to compile such
programs to a system that uses I-structures for memory storage, the effect will be to grossly waste resources.
M-structures have some of the necessary aspects of a
memory structure suitable for task-based execution models.
M-structures can be written to more than once and can pair
individual Write operations to Read operations. Read operations to an empty M-structure also block, which is one of the
necessary semantics needed in order to stall Read requests
from later tasks from completing until earlier Write’s are
dispatched. However, M-structures lack several key semantic elements. Write and Read operations are not ordered. For
task-based execution models, this means a Read operation
may end up being satisfied by a Write later in program order
– again, clearly an error. Moreover, it’s important in these
models that potentially multiple Read operations be satisfied
by the same Write operation.
2.3

O-structures

In the next section we provide a precise description of the
semantics of an O-structure. Here, we will describe its operation informally, and motivate its use by way of example.
An O-structure supports multiple versions of the data
stored within it. These versions are ordered. For example,
version #1 is before version #5. Versions can be written out
of order because they are independent of each other.
Programs must acquire permission to read and write a
specific version of data, and they must release access to versions they have previously acquired write permission for.
When a program requests permission to write a specific version of data, the O-structure immediately grants that permission and internally creates a new location to store the data
for that version. A read permission is granted only if the required version has been released, otherwise the read blocks.
Programs release their permission to write a given version to a range of versions inclusive from the version being
written to a specified version. For example, if a program has
write access to version #5 and then releases this permission
to version #9, then it has also released it to versions #6, #7
and #8. The release can be bound or unbound. A bound release is done to a specific version. An unbound release is
done to the special version we denote θ. A θ-Release allows
any future reader to acquire the released version. A simple
use for θ-Release are immutable variables, but it is also instrumental when dealing with dynamic data structures, as
presented in Section 5.
Let’s consider now an extremely simple example (Figure 1). In this example, there are four tasks, some of
which may execute concurrently. Given the semantics of
O-structures these tasks compute the correct value for x, y
and z as if the program code was executed sequentially. No

other synchronization is required between these tasks. Task
1 writes a new value to variable x at version #1. Task 3 also
creates a new value for variable x but with a different version
#3. Task 2 reads the variable x and produces the variable y
in version #2. Because Task 1 only releases the value of x
to version #2 and not to version #4 if task 4 were to execute
before Task 3 it would block on the attempt to acquire read
access to version #4 of the variable x. Similarly, if task 3
were to finish before task 1 was even started, task 2 would
still block on the attempt to acquire read access to version
#2 of the variable x because task 3 only releases version #3
to be read by versions #4 and #5.

3.

Semantics

3.1

Operations on O-structures

The following operations are used by application programs
to manipulate memory state:
• Write(address, version, data) - write the given memory
location and version with the given data.
• Read(address, version) - read the given memory location
and version.
• Acquire(address, version, read — write ) - acquire the
permission to read or write the specific version of a given
memory location. Programs specify only one type of access right at time, although multiple invocations of Acquire are permitted; i.e., read then write, or write then read.
• Release(address, version from, version to) - release the
acquired permission for write access of version from to
version to. The specified version to can be a specific version, indicating a range of versions from version from to
version to (inclusive), or a special version θ which indirectly specifies the next version written.
The semantics of Read and Write operations follow their
customary definitions, except that a specific version is read
or written. These operations may fault if the program has not
acquired sufficient privileges to perform the operation on the
specific version, however.
3.2

Semantics of Acquire

The semantics of acquire and release require further discussion. When an Acquire operaton is sent to the memory system for access to a specific version of an address, a requested
privilege must also be specified. These privileges have the
following meanings:
• read - When the read privilege is specified the value that
is bound to the specified version is that of the most recent
write in version order. This operation can block if that
value has not yet been released to this version. Note that
the most recent write may not be known at the time of
issuing the Acquire operation; hence, this operation can
block until it is known and released (see Section 3.3).
• write - Programs specify they wish to write a specific version of program memory. Once write privileges have been
granted to a version of a memory location, subsequent
reads of that location that depend on that version will block
until the privilege has been released to them. The privilege
to write a given version may only be granted once.

task_1: Acquire(x, write, #1)
Write(x, 5, #1)
Release(x, #1, #2)
task_2: Acquire(x, read, #2)
Acquire(y, write, #2)
Write(y, Read(x, #2) + 1, #2)
Release(y, #2, #5)
task_3: Acquire(x, write, #3)
Write(x, 6, #3)
Release(x, #3, #5)
task_4: Acquire(x, read, #4)
Acquire(z, write, #4)
Write(z, Read(x, #4) + 2, #4)
Release(z, #4, #5)

x = 5

y = x + 1

x = 6

z = x + 2

(a) Code

(b) “Compiled” code to use O-structures

Figure 1: Simple example code and how a task-based execution model can use O-structures to parallelize it.
3.3

Semantics of Release

When programs release write privileges to a given version
and memory location they also specify a version (version to)
to release to. There are two possibilities for version to:
• A specific range: If version to is a specific version then all
versions from version from to version to (inclusive) will
be released to. This means that any attempts to acquire
read access to those versions will proceed.
• θ: The special version θ is used to indicate “up to the
next write”. Sometimes the next write is not statically
known. When an Acquire for read privilege is dispatched
to the memory system for a particular version, and the
most recent Release operation has released the version to
θ then that Acquire operation proceeds immediately. The
value of that requested read becomes the value of the write
that was released to θ. It is a compiler (or program) error
for a subsequent Acquire for write permissions to arrive
with a version between the write that has been released to
θ and an Acquire for read that has been satisfied by this
write. Note that Acquire for read access to a version that
is satisfied by a write that has been released to θ leaves the
release to θ in place. That is, another subsequent Acquire
for read operation for a version greater than the previous
Acquire for read operation is immediately satisfied by the
write that has been released to θ.

4. Task-Based Execution and
Versioned Memory
Task-based execution parallelizes sequential programs by hierarchically decomposing them into short, sequential tasks
that can execute in parallel. In this section we discuss the
ordering semantics of tasks and how O-structures can provide synchronized and deterministic task memory accesses
while enabling task schedulers to both spawn and execute
tasks out-of-order.
4.1

Background: task-based execution models

Task-based models rely on programmer annotations of procedure calls that can execute asynchronously from the calling context1 . This decomposition breaks a sequential program into a task tree. The backend runtime system then re-

solves the inter-task dependencies and extracts task parallelism whenever possible. The promise of task decomposition has prompted numerous task-based programming runtime environments [1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 21, 25, 27, 28].
Figure 2 presents a task decomposition. The code in Figure 2a, which updates and accesses a simplified key-value
store, executes procedure calls as asynchronous tasks. The
resulting task hierarchy is presented in Figure 2b.
Parallel execution of tasks requires that inter-task dependencies be conveyed to the task scheduler, so data dependencies will not be violated. Different tasking models employ different synchronization methods. These can largely
be categorized as execution-based synchronization, which
rely on execution barriers [4, 7, 13, 25, 28], and data-based
synchronization, in which programmer annotations of task
inputs and outputs are used to construct a data dependency
graph [1, 6, 21, 27].
A key property of task-based decomposition is that tasks
preserve the ordering of the original sequential code: An inorder traversal of the task tree recreates the program’s original, sequential ordering of events, and in particular the original order of memory accesses. Tasks are therefore considered to be statically sequential [16].
Spawning a task splits the parent task into a prologue
and epilogue parts. Everything that occurs in the parent
before the task spawn should be ordered before the spawned
task. The parent code that precedes the spawn becomes the
prologue task, and should be ordered after the spawned task.
4.2

How task-based models can use O-structures

In essence, O-structures provide communication channels
between tasks, forming an implicit data-based synchronization mechanism. Each version is a channel that has a single
producer, which is the task that created it, and a well-defined
range of possible consumers, which are the tasks that read
the version. Using task identifiers as O-structure versions
is the natural way to define such a communication channel
(static versioning, which is used in Figure 2 for simplicity,
1 For

brevity, we assume that tasks are composed of complete procedures.
Nevertheless, some models allow arbitrary code sequences to be executed
as asynchronous tasks [4].

T0 [main]

int db[N];
void db_update(int key, int val) { // version from, to
Acquire(&db[key], Write, from);
Write(&db[key], to, val);
Release(&db[key], from, to);
}

T7 [db_find]

int db_find(int key) { // version from
Acquire(&db[key], Read, from);
return Read(&db[key], from);
}

T4 [bar]

void foo() { // version from, to
spawn db_update(3, 20); // from=0, to=2;
spawn db_find(3);
// from=3;
}

T5

void bar() { // version from, to
spawn db_update(3, 12); // from=2, to=5
spawn db_find(3);
// from=6
}

T1 [foo]

void main() {
spawn foo(); // from=0, to=5;
spawn bar(); // from=5, to=7;
spawn db_find(3); from=7
}

(a) Task-based code example. The spawn keyword creates a task
that executes asynchronously.

T6

T2

T3

(b) The task hierarchy generated by the code example.

Figure 2: Pseudo code of a task-based program and the resulting task hierarchy.
is usually impractical. We are currently investigating a dynamic scheme that allows out-of-order spawning, by having
each part of the identifier reflect a different nesting level).
Explicit data versioning enables tasks to spawn out-oforder rather than only execute out-of-order. This is the result
of using task identifiers as data versions, and having task
identifiers rely on the program’s sequential order rather than
parallel execution. Note that the parallelism exposed in a
task-based program that uses O-structures is a direct function of the ability of the compiler to track and express dependencies between tasks. If the compiler (or programmer)
does not / cannot express the dependencies then extra synchronization between tasks is required.

5.

Managing data structures

In this section we discuss how programs that manipulate various data structures would use O-structures and additional
synchronization to achieve parallel execution.
5.1

Static data structures

Operations on static data structures, e.g. arrays, do not alter
their structure but only their contents. If the accesses are statically analyzable then the dependencies between tasks can
be encoded in the Release operations to unlock significant
parallelism; e.g., a Release of version x can be made directly
to the specific version y.
On cases in which dependencies are not statically analyzable, the compiler must introduce some serialization. Consider the creation of a histogram: the compiler cannot predict the order of accesses to each array element, but all accesses to array elements go through a pointer to the array.
That pointer could be used as a serialization point, always
being released to the next task (and not beyond it). The ele-

ments can be acquired before writing, and released to θ after
writing. If the pointer is released after the array element is
acquired, overall sequential semantics are guaranteed, while
accesses to different elements can be done in parallel.
5.2

Dynamic data structures

Operations on dynamic data structures such as lists and trees
impose a greater challenge. The connectivity and memory
layout of these data structures are determined by dynamic
pointers. Mutating operations such as insert and delete not
only change the content stored in the nodes, but also modify
the node pointers, altering the layout of the data structure
itself. Further, elements in these structures are not accessed
directly but rather by first traversing a series of other nodes.
The unipath property is an algorithmic characteristic of
operations, which always follow the same path in order to
reach a certain element of a data structure. Traversal of a
singly-linked list, for example, has the unipath property: in
order to reach a node, all previous nodes starting from the
head must always be followed. On the other hand, mutations
of balanced trees do not have the unipath property, because
rebalancing can cause a revisit of nodes that have already
been visited. Operations on data structures like singly-linked
list, singly-linked trees and arrays reachable from a single
pointer are inherently unipath; such data structures are therefore considered unipath data structures. Operations and data
structures that do not have the unipath property are considered to be multipath.
5.3

Parallelism in unipath operations

Using O-structures allows operations on unipath data structures such as linked list to be executed in parallel, by pipelining subsequent operations. Given a single path to any node in

the list, proper acquiring and releasing guarantees mutations
take place in sequential order. Let us consider the series of
tasks demonstrated in Figure 3, appending nodes to a list. In
order to get to the end of the list, a task must traverse all existing nodes. During traversal, the task first acquires the next
node (for read and then write), and then releases the current
node to the next task. By having at least one node acquired
at any given moment during traversal, each task prevents the
following tasks from bypassing it, and appending their nodes
before its. Such pipelining allows O(n) operations to run in
parallel. Other mutating operations such as deleting or inserting into the middle of the list can be pipelined in a similar
fashion, as long as the unipath property is kept.
Operations on trees can also be run in parallel, using a
slightly different pipelining technique. Let us consider addition of random numbers to a tree, as demonstrated in Figure 4. The unipath property exists because there is a single path from the root to each node. However, unlike linked
list, subsequent operations might not follow the same path.
A task that acquires the next node cannot release the current
one to the next task, because the next task might never reach
that node. Instead, only the root is being released to the next
task, because it is guaranteed that the next task will in fact
access it. During traversal, all other nodes are released to θ,
making them available to any future task. Given each task
still acquires at least one node at any given moment, subsequent tasks that traverse the same path cannot bypass it. On
the other hand, tasks that traverse different paths can execute in parallel. Pipelining allows O(d) operations to run in
parallel, given d is the depth of the tree.
Linked lists Figure 3 illustrate a sequence of insertions to
a singly linked list. The operational flow of inserting to a
linked list is as follows:

6.

Evaluation

6.1

Simulation framework

Our evaluation measures the amount of memory-level parallelism (MLP) that could be obtained when operating on several common data structures. The MLP criteria distills the
effect of using O-structures, which effectively provide both
versioned memory and synchronization. Computational operations between memory operations, which can freely be
executed in parallel, are not considered in the evaluation.
Our infrastructure is trace-based. We first implemented
sequential versions of all the algorithms we consider: insertion to the end of a singly linked list, insertion to a binary tree, multiplication of 3 dense matrices and multiplication of 3 sparse matrices. We hand-annotated these codes
with task spawn and O-structure Acquire, Release, Read
and Write operations. Our approach was a “best a compiler
could achieve”. The simulator takes these execution traces,
and models the tasks executing on a fixed number of processing units. The simulation follows the semantics of task
based execution on a system that uses O-structures: a read
must stall if the target version could not be acquired; writes
are performed immediately and create a new version of the
data; tasks are created out-of-order but all dependencies be-

tween tasks are faithfully modeled. Our evaluation considers
a large number (128) of processing units, although more parallel execution resources and larger data set sizes improve
performance. The amount of MLP is obtained by dividing
the number of O-structure operations on a given trace by
the number of cycles required to complete the parallel execution of the trace (operations are assumed to take 1 cycle
to complete). Because these algorithms are implemented sequentially, it is sufficient to assume the “baseline” MLP for
a conventional von Neumann execution system is 1.
6.2

Experimental results

Linked lists insertion and matrix multiplications scale nicely,
while binary tree insertion scales with the height of the tree.
On the linked list benchmark (Figure 5(a)), insertions
are pipelined. This bounds the number of active insertions
at any given moment to the number of elements that have
previously been inserted. As linked lists grow in size more
parallelism is available!
The binary tree insertion (Figure 5(b)) enforces no serialization of tasks that traverse different paths, but the root still
serializes all insertions. This bounds the maximal number
of tasks actively traversing the tree to the height of the tree,
which ranges between N and log2 (N ). Consequently, the
inherent amount of MLP grows slowly with respect to the input size. Namely, insertions to trees obtain lower MLP than
insertion to lists because although the insertions become active at an identical rate, trees insertions are completed much
faster, leaving less time for multiple tasks to run in parallel.
On the dense matrix benchmark (Figure 5(c)), each element of the temporary matrix can be calculated independently. Dependency exists between the calculation of the
temporary matrix and the second multiplication, but given
the total amount of work, its overhead is negligible.
Sparse matrices (Figure 5(d)) are stored as arrays of
linked lists, each list holding only non-zero elements in
the row it represents. Multiplying 3 matrices could suffer
from (1) the overheads introduced by having to wait for
the temporary matrix to be calculated and (2) inserting to
short linked lists, which bound the number of active insertion tasks. However, sparse matrices are commonly used for
very low percentages of non-zero elements. If the percent of
actual insertions is low enough, most of the work is done by
tasks that can run in parallel. Consequently, the amount of
MLP not only depends on the size of the matrices, but also
on the percent of non-zero elements and their locations.
In our experiments, sparse matrices obtained higher MLP
than dense matrices. This is only an artifact of using larger
input sizes. When larger dense matrices are multiplied the
obtained MLP is higher. It is worth noting that matrix multiplication is a highly parallelizable operation, and in our experiments large enough workloads were only bound by the
number of simulated processors.

7.

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has introduced O-structures, a novel memory element designed to facilitate parallelism in task-based execution models. We began by describing the complete se-
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mantics of O-structures. We then showed how O-structures
expose parallelism by removing false output name dependencies in various data structures software developers commonly employ. Finally, we presented results from our execution model simulator that demonstrated significant MLP
(over 100X) from sequentially coded implementations of algorithms when O-structures are employed.
At the moment our research group is exploring the microarchitectual implementation of O-structures, compiler
and runtime support, and additional semantics for supporting cross-thread synchronization. At the microarchitectural
level, caching keeps active O-structures and versions near
computation logic. Specialized logic accelerates management of version state. Versions are essentially an extension
of the address space, and conceptually by concatenating the
version identifier to the address, and then hashing this larger
address back down to a smaller table in memory, the various version state can be compactly stored; this is at least the
tactic we are presently taking in our design work.
Compiler and runtime support is crucial to the success of
O-structures. Benchmarks presented here were hand “compiled”. Effective small-scope alias analysis is crucial to performance. Fortunately, alias analysis algorithms work best
when focused on small regions of code. At the runtime layer,
it’s likely adjustments to the memory allocator will be required in order to prevent it from introducing avoidable se-

rialization. Modifications to the runtime system to support
synchronization across programmer directed threads are required. Specifically threads must know the version of memory to access in a different programmer directed thread. Exactly how to achieve this without making every synchronization operation a barrier synchronization among tasks within
the same programmer directed thread is an open question.
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